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PRESENTATION OF PROBLEM 
Introduction 
Recent studies of children ls reading performances have helped 
to increase understanding of the reading process and the ways 
children use both graphic and contextual information in reading. 
However, little attention has been given to the influence of 
particular instructional methods in determining what information 
and strategies children use as they read. An assumption in many 
of these studies is that instruction is not a significant factor 
in children's reading strategies. 
This study is designed to explore the relationship between 
instructional emphases in reading and the actual reading behaviors 
of first grade readers in an attempt to provide additional informa-
tion about the reading process and the way children read. Rather 
than compare standardized test results that provide little informa-
tion about what the children do as they read·, this study analyzes 
children's oral reading erro.rs to determine what information the 
children utilize. 
This approach was chosen because oral t'eading error analysis 




be made between reading approaches. By focusing on the correct 
aspects of children's errors it is possible to determine what cues 
are most important to readers and to follow the development of skills 
in reading. While traditional systems of error analysis have focused 
on the use of graphic information al.most exclusively (Gates, Monroe) 
more recent studies of reading approach error analysis from a lin-
guistic perspective that provides more information about what the 
reader is actually doing as he reads. Errors are evaluated in terms 
of theirus.e of.contextual information, both semantic and syntactic, 
as well as their use of graphic information. This linguistic approach 
to error analysis has demonstrated that children do not only attend 
to the graphic features of words but also deal with meaning and 
utilize ·their knowledge of language structures .and patterns .as they 
read. 
Using a linguistic approach to error analysis Goodman and 
others-have defined more clearly .the importance of language cues 
in reading. Clay and McKinnon have focused attention on the 
importance of syntax in children's error patterns. Weber and 
Biemiller have investigated the interplay between utilization of 
graphic and contextual in~ormation by beginning readers. All of 
these st'lidies have emphasized-that there is more to be considered 
in analyzing children's oral reading errors than their match to 
the graphic configuration of.the missed word. Children's errors 
also reflect their attentien to meaning and grammatical cues. 
The expanded scope.of oral reading research has significantly 
increased the understanding of.how children read and why they make 
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the particular errors they do in oral reading. However, the effect 
of classroom instruction on the way children utilize information in 
reading has not been considered in these studies. Clay's assertions 
about the children's use of syntax in reading come from a study of 
children in a reading program that stressed natural speech and reading 
for meaning. Biemiller reached his conclusions about stages in the 
beginning reading process from a study of children taught by a basal 
reading approach. Weber's conclusions about the high percentages of 
gramatically correct errors also came from a study of children in a 
basal program. Each of these studies is limited, therefore, because 
it has dealt with readers in only one type of instructional program. 
Need for the Study 
Although oral reading error analysis has not considered 
instructional approaches to reading, advocates of particular reading 
approaches expend a great deal of effort justifying one approach or 
another. The conflict between proponents of an early emphasis on 
phonics instruction as the basis of reading and the more traditional 
whole word orientation of basal reading programs has been a major 
concern in reading. In her book, The Great Debate, Jean Chall docu-
ments the preoccupation of many educators with differing reading 
approaches. 
If differences in beginni~g reading methods significantly 
affect readers, then the oral reading performances of children can 
be expected to reflect the way they have been taught to read. It 
would follow that children who have learned sound-symbol correspon-
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dences would apply that knowledge as they read, and children with a 
whole word orientation would respond to wholes and rely on their 
sight vocabulary and contextual clues to meaning. However, there 
has been little research addressed to the question of the relation-
ship between instructional methods and the kinds of strategies chil-
dren use as they read. In her review of studies of oral reading 
Weber reported: 
In fact, the close comparison of error profiles 
of early readers with training in the systematic 
use of sound-letter correspondences in contrast 
to those with training in pairing whole written 
words with oral words has not received much at-
tention in regard to oral reading errors (1968, 
p. 108). 
The few studies that have examined the relationship between 
instruction and how children read have indicated that there are 
significant differences in the strategies used by children depending 
on the methods.by which they were taught reading (Elder, Daniels and 
Diack, and Barr). Studies of retarded readers have shown that they 
are often suffering from difficulties caused by the overuse of 
partial reading strategies; they either rely on phonic clues and 
neglect available contextual information (Smith, 1973) or lack 
knowledge of sound-symbol relationships and thus fail to read 
unfamiliar material (Roswell and Chall, 1957). 
As more information is gathered about children's reading 
behaviors and how they learn to read it is important that the 
significance of instruction not be ignored. 
Purpose of the Study 
This study is designed to provide a better understanding of 
the relationship between instructional methods and the oral reading 
of first grade children. To explore the relationship between 
instruction and particular patterns in oral reading, the oral 
reading performances of two groups of first grade readers, one 
taught by a phonics-oriented and the other by a whole word approach 
are compared. Children's errors are evaluated to determine if 
there is any relationship between the frequency of particular cate-
gories of errors made and instruction in reading. Errors are also 
analyzed to determine what kinds of information, contextual and 
graphic, the readers attend ta. Reading performances at both 
instructional and frustration levels are compared in an effort to 
clarify what happens to reading behavior as the difficulty of the 
material increases. 
Hypotheses 
The hypotheses tested in this study are stated in the null 
form as: 
1. There are no significant relationships between error 
patterns and instructional methods at the instructional or 
frustration level. 
2. There are no significant relationships between types of 
substitution errors and the instructional methods. 
3. There are no significant relationships between the 
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contextual appropriateness of substitution errors and instructional 
methods at either performance level. 
4. There are no shifts in error patterns from instructional 
to frustration level. 
Each of these hypotheses is tested using a number of error 
categeries and types, 
Definition of Terms 
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Word recognition strategy refers to the method used by a reader 
to recognize a word and pronounce it correctly. Important strategies 
include the use of configuration, phonic regularities, and contextual 
information. 
Context cues are those aids to word recognition that come from 
an understanding of meaning and syntactic regularities of language. 
Graphic~ are those aids to recognition that come from the 
written farm of the word. These include both general configuration 
and the letter sequence. 
Error refers to any response that differs from the written 
content except for divergence due to dialect, The basic categories 
of errors are substitution, omission, addition, and non-response. 
Instructional level refers to the graded reading level at 
which the reader pronounces correctly between 88%-98% of the words 
in passages at the first and second grade levels or between 92%-98% 
of the words in passages at the third grade level. 
Frustration level refers to the graded reading level at which 
the reader is unable to meet the word recognition criteria of 88% 
for first and second grade material or 92% for third grade material 
or cannot read at least 45 words per minute. 
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Successful first grad~ readers are those students who scored 
between 2.0 and 3.0 on the Comprehension Test of the Gates-MacGinitie 
Reading Test, Primary A-1 and who were not repeating first grade. 
Phonics approach refers to an approach to beginning reading 
instruction that teaches sound-symbol relationships as a primary 
tool in word recognition. Children learn to respond to letters and 
blend sounds together by phonic rules thus making mediated visual-
auditory responses to words. 
Whole word approach to beginning reading refers to programs 
that direct children.to see words as wholes and to make immediate 
responses to words as they read. Immediate visual perception of 
words is taught rather than analysis of word parts as a primary 
technique of reading. 
Limitations. 
This study involves a comparison.of the oral reading perform-
ances of readers taught.reading from only two approaches to beginning 
reading available commercially. Only successful first grade readers 
are included so the effects of the instructional methods cannot be 
extended to other groups of readers. No control was included for 
individual differences in learning types among the students included 
in the study. Because this study was conducted in th~ classroom 
rigorous experimental conditions were not possible to maintain and 
some contamination with extraneous factors is.possible. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Introduction 
Studies dealing with children•s oral reading and the influence 
of instructional methods fall into two categories. The first group 
of studies focus solely on the actual reading strategies of 
beginning readers. The second group deal directly with the impor-
tance·of instruction in oral reading behavior. While there are 
numerous studies similar to those reported here dealing·with 
older children and adults, only studies directly applicable to 
beginning readers are included in this review. 
Beginning Reading Studies 
Most studies investigating how children learn to read have 
concentrated on how individual words.are perceived. apart from 
contextual constraints. Studies of this nature are insightful 
but they have limited application when generalizations are made 
to ·the total reading process. 
The earliest of these studies was reported by Gates and 
Boeker (1923). They analyzed the "means by which inexperienced 
children learn words {p. 470)t' when presented with. iHlated words 
and given the correct pronunciation of the words. Although the 
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subjects were drawn from one kindergarten class, the number of 
children and other pertinent information about them was not 
included. All the children were individually taught nine word 
lists each containing six words of equal length except for one 
group of mixed length. The length of words varied from three to 
ten letters. Each child was given six presentations cf each 
word and six tests of learning, 
A comparison of the average number of words learned showed 
that longer words were more difficult to remember and that the 
children's skill increased with practice. When errors were 
analyzed to determine what made some words easier to learn than 
others no pattern emerged. When asked what cues they had used to 
remember words, students indicated that they frequently observed 
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some minute detail of the words. Gates and Boeker concluded that 
children need guidance in "learning to see words appropriately (p.483)" 
and that further studies were needed on how best to develop habits 
of effective word perception. 
Wiley (1928) reported an experiment with 56 first-grade 
children to study "factors which condition the acquiring of a 
reading vocabulary by first grade children (p.278)." All children 
were taught 60 new words, three per day. Children's responses 
were recorded from the testing and the errors were analyzed. In 
contrast to Gates, Wiley found no significant differences in 
difficulty with length of words, but did find a negative correlation 
between ease in learning and inclusion on Thorndike's first 500 
words or on the Gates Primary list. According to Wiley, config-
uration confusion accounted for a high percentage of errors, 
Even more than configuration, though, the best indicator of 
successful learning came from the quickness of association task 
which indicated how meaningful the words were to the students. 
Wiley concluded that the meaning a word has for the first-grade 
child is a factor that will "greatly influence the difficulty 
he may have in learning to recognize the word symbol (p.285)." 
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Marchbanks and Levin (1965) designed an experiment to test 
what cues nonreaders and beginning readers use in remembering words. 
The cues they controlled for were shape of words and position of 
letters in the words. Subjects included 50 kindergarten children 
with no reading experience and 50 first grade children. having five 
months of basal reading experience. Subjects were shown a word 
on a card and after it was withdrawn they were asked to find the 
same word from a group of words on a second card varying in the 
stated conditions. Reliability was determined by consistency of 
choice cues utilized by the different groups and the significance 
of differing strategies was determined by the Friedman two-way 
analysis of variance. The variation of strategies was significant 
for both age and sex groups. The Cochran.Q test, used to compare 
each cue with every other cue, revealed that the first letter was 
used significantly more than the last letter on quingrams, but that 
there was strong competition between these cues in the trigrams. 
The least used cue for all groups was shape. 
The results hardly seem surprising to this writer given the 
nature of the tasks the children were required to perform. Shape 
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was.so narrowly defined with all possible choices having the same 
number of letters that utilization of shape cues was made virtually 
impossible. The increased accuracy and utilization of first letter 
cues and first, second, and third letters by first graders probably 
reflected the influence of instruction on the cues utilized by the. 
children. 
The difficulty encountered by all of these researchers in 
determining initial word recognition strategies of children before 
they have learned to read is not unexpected. Until children have 
had practice with written symbols.their responses would tend to be 
more haphazard and might depend on minute cues. The cues that are 
actually used by children as they learn to read in a more prol;enged 
course of time has been the focus of recent studies that reflect 
interest in the total language process. 
Illustrative of this more broadly conceived research orien-
tation is the study reported by Biemiller (1970). He was interested 
in the learning to read process in first grade children and so 
listened to and.recorded oral reading errors made by 42 children 
throughout one school year. Children in.two classes were included 
in the study. One was suburban and middle.class; the other rural 
and lower class. Children in the first group were able pre-readers 
while .those in the second group were high risk students at the 
inception of the study. All of the children were taught.reading 
in a "basal" approach. Data on their errors was collected by 
"trainecl observers" as children read from their texts. Their errors 
were then analyzed according to type, their graphic similarity (based 
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on matching of first letters) and their contextual acceptability. 
Each child's performance was evaluated monthly to determine if phases 
eccurred in reading growth as Biemiller had anticipated. From 
analysis of the error patterns Biemiller suggested that learning to 
read involves a three-stage process: the first characterized by a 
predominant use of contextual information and reliance on sight 
vocabulary, the second by a predominance of non-response errors, and 
the.third phase by a co-occurrence of graphic and contextually con-
strained errors. Biemiller found that during the course of a year 
most children moved through the pre-non-response stage to the non-
response stage and that 32 of the 42 children were in the.post non-
response stage by May. Analysis of the.percentages of graphic or 
contextual substitutions according to the chi-square showed signif-
icant differences in the phases. In all three stages contextually 
constrained errors were most frequent and graphic constraints less 
likely. There was a large and significant increase in the percentage 
of graphic substitution errors among response errors.made by children 
during the non-response stage. Even in the post non~response stage 
half of the.substitution errors did notreflect graphic constraints. 
This study presents a new cenception of the development of 
reading ability and of the nature of the strategies children utilize. 
However, Biemiller's interpretation is based solely on the performance 
of children learning by an undefined "basal approach." He failed 
to account.for the role the instructional program played in the 
pattern of reading errors students pr(:)duced. Therefore, it seems 
thatgeneralizations about the universality of the.learning to read 
process must be most tentative. 
Weber (1970) studied the oral reading errors of first grade 
children to determine what strategies they used to identify words. 
Data was collected on the oral reading performances of children in 
one class from December to June. The class was taught reading 
from a basal reading series supplemented with instruction in 
sound-letter correspondence. The errors children made in their 
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oral reading were analyzed and reported for two groups, those 
identified as high and low in reading achievement. Results indicated 
that substitutions '_accounted for about 80% of the errors for both 
groups. A more detailed analysis of the types of errors was made 
on the level of sounds and letters, word structure, and syntactic 
and semantic appropriateness. 
Based on the use of the graphic similarity index Weber reported 
that the high group approached correct responses more frequently 
than did the low group. However, on measures of syntactic and 
semantic appropriateness there was little difference between the 
two groups with both of them evidencing use of grammatical constraints 
in reading. After analyzing syntactic and semantic similarity 
separately she found an,almost complete overlap between the two. 
This led her to conclude that the analysis of letters and sounds 
reflected the influence of learning, but that the.semantic and 
syntactic analysis demonstrated that the children did not need to 
learn the use of the constraints of grammatical structure in reading 
they already knew it.and actively used this knowledge while reading. 
Clay (1968) analyzed theoral reading errors of 180 five year 
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old children in New Zealand schools to determine the influence of 
linguistic structure on children's word choices in reading. The 
children were described as representative of the Auckland urban 
area in i~telligence, sex distribution, occupation of parents and 
physical environment. The children had been taught reading by a 
methed that utilized natural speech and "discouraged the teaching 
of werds singly or in lists and emphasized instruction in response 
to errors (p.434)." Records ef oral reading were made weekly for 
the children frem their entry inte school until their sixth birth-
day. Errors were classified according to their structural equi-
valence ta. the correct respense according to the linguistic criteria 
devefoped .. by Harris. Single ward S\,lbstitutions.were then analyzed 
to estimate phoneme-grapheme correspondence. Percentages of errors. 
falling into each category were calculated. Clay reported 
despite the very generous interpretation of corre-
spondence, only 41% of the single word substitutions 
showed that the child might be responding to some 
visual characteristics of the letters (p.437). 
Of the single word errors 79% were of equivalent morpheme class. 
She concluded that a child's guesses or strategies "tend to be 
dominated by his control over the syntax of his language (p.437)." 
While this conclusion may be valid, the results prebably reflect 
the high meaning orientatien of the instructienal program also. 
Comparisons should be made with reading responses from children 
instructed under different kinds of reading programs before any 
conclusions are extended to all readers. 
One of the first researchers to ask linguistic questions of 
oral reading errors was K. Goodman (1965). He studied the oral 
reading errors of 100 first through third grade children from one 
Detroit school in an attempt to understand how children learn to 
read. Children were asked to read both words in isolation and 
stories containing those words at an appropriate instructional 
level. An analysis of the errors made on both measures showed 
that "average first grade children could read almost two of three 
words in the story which they missed on the list (p.641)." In 
calculating types of errors Goodman found tha.t nearly half of first 
graders' errors were omissions while the older children showed 
increasing tendencies to try to sound out words and to use cue 
systems from their knowledge of language. Goodman's study of 
regressions led him to conclude that almost all regressions were 
made to correct previous reading errors. Only when the errors 
made no difference to the meaning or when the reader was relying 
se he~vily on analytic techniques that he had lost meaning did 
errors go uncorrected. Despite the fact that all students had 
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attended the same school and had learned to read with a "fairly 
consistent methodology (p.643)" Goodman reported that they exhibited 
virtually every kind of reading difficulty predictable. 
In an exploratory study of the development of oral reading 
behavior Y. Goodman (1967) conducted a longitudinal analysis of 
six beginning readers over a nine month period from January through 
November of the next school year. Three good readers and three 
slow readers from a basal (whole word) reading program were recorded 
each month as they read orally from stories similar to those in 
their own readers and then retold the stories to test their 
comprehension. 
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Using the Goodman Taxonomy of Miscues to evaluate all responses 
that differed from the expected response she identified a number 
of reader characteristics. Using the number of miscues per hundred 
words as an index of reading proficiency she concluded that beginning 
readers have adequate comprehension with a miscue range of 5-14 per 
hundred words. The higher the percentage of miscues per hundred 
words .the lower was the correction rate indicating the breakdown of 
comprehension. Goodman reported that the type of miscues (substi-
tution, omission, reversal or insertion) was not as important in 
understanding the reader's behavior as was the quality of the miscues, 
how they corresponded to the graphic, semantic,.and syntactic 
structures of the material. All children used all of the cue 
systems (graphic, contextual, and personal language and experience) 
ae they read and exhibited their ability to correct themselves 
through their regressions. 
These recent studies of first grade reading errors or miscues 
have led to a broader understanding of the kinds of information 
children attend to as they read. The findings are limited, however, 
because the data is based on children's errors when taught solely 
by a basal, or whole word, approach, The high utilization of 
context could reflect the combination of learned language competence 
and the teaching approach used in the schools. How context would 
be utilized under a different approach was not determined -- a 
possibly important variable was not accounted for in these studies. 
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Comparative Studies 
In contrast to the numerous studies on word ~ecognition 
strategies used by beginning readers, there is a paucity of research 
dealing with the influence of instructional methods on the children's 
oral reading. 
Gates (1927) compared the commonly practiced phonetic method 
of teaching reading with his own program utilizing "intrinsic" methods. 
He developed materials that stressed comprehension and did nqt include 
phonetic drill. Materials were of two kinds, those used to stimulate 
reading to secure thought and those used to increase accurate discri-
mination of words and phrases. His report includes data gained 
from two experiments comparing methods of teaching. Both experi-
ments involved equivalent groups of students taught under one of the 
approaches throughout a school year. A number of tests, both stand-
ardized and informal, were administered at the end of the year and 
results are reported in quantitative scores. All of the scores 
favored the non-phonetic method except for two tests on reading 
phonograms. While not explaining the qualitative analysis of the 
data he reported that 
the two types of training seem to produce differences 
in the modes of observation •• ·• the nan-phonetic pupils 
usually showed a greater disposition to depend on the 
centext and te attack the larger word units or features 
of configuration; the phonetic groups resorted more to 
detailed analysis of the new words encountered (pp.224-225). 
The findings of the studies led Gates to suggest a de-emphasis on 
phonic.training and more attention to intrinsic methods of learning 
to read. 
While the study makes interesting reading there are many 
questions that are not answered. First, it would be important 
to know the ages of the students and what kind of reading instruc-
tion they had had previous to the experiment. His statements 
about the differences in oral reading would be more impressive 
if he explained how such judgments were made. And one wonders 
if the Hawthorne effect combined with Gates' obvious bias against 
phonetic methods could not have distorted the results appreciably. 
Daniels and Diack (1965) reached a different conclusion 
about the effectiveness of phonic training in beginning reading 
as reflected in oral reading performances of students. Eschewing 
the practice ef teaching phonic skills in isolation they developed 
a phonic-word method which they defined as similar to the phonic 
method in using reading material graded according to degree of 
phonic complexity, but which always stresses meaning and does not 
teach sounds in isolation. This method was compared to the "mixed 
method'' commonly used in British schools in which the basal series 
formed the central part of the reading program supplemented by 
teaching of letters and sounds. The study involved 99 children, 
all of them non-readers in their first year of junior school. 
All were from similar socio-economic status homes and of approxi-
mately the same age. Forty-four of the children were in a class 
taught by the phonic-word method derived by the authors and the 
other 55 were in three different classes all taught by teachers 
using the "mixed method" approach. At the end of the year of 
instruction children in beth groups were tested on six word recog-
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nition tests, four involving word lists and two sentences. The 
average scores for both groups on the six measures were computed 
and the results indicated that both groups had less difficulty with 
phonetically regular words than with lists of irregular words from 
basal readers or from Thorndike's list of 500 words. Inter-corre-
lations on the six tests varied from .60 to .90 and a group factor 
analysis yielded one general and one bi..-polar factor. The first 
factor was defined as a general reading factor and the second as a 
sentence reading factor, involving the use of context clues. When 
tested for statistical sign~ficance Group A, the phonic word method, 
was superior to the mixed method Group Bon word recognition. 
In evaluating the oral reading errors they reported that a 
very high percentage of the errors made by both groups was due to 
their ignoring some of the letters in the words, especially the 
middle letters. They found that lack of attention to letters was 
more pronounced among children taught by the mixed method than those 
taught by the phonic word method. The most frequent error type was 
no response with the mixed-method group.having a much higher per..-
centage of those errors than the phonics group. Substitution errors 
were not frequent and occurred equally in both groups. They concluded: 
These facts would seem to indicate that even those 
children who have been taught to pay close attention 
to letters at the early stages may, when they have 
reached a certain degree of fluency, make mistakes 
of the "meaning-substitution" type -- an indication 
that at least they are not so tied to letters as to 
ignore meaning, That this holds for the traditional 
phonic method, however, cannot be assumed from the 
present evidence since the materials used in.teaching 
Group A emphasized reading for meaning as well as 
being phonically simple (p.66). 
The study substantiated the contention that instruction can 
have an influence on the word recognition strategies children use 
in reading. Daniels and Diack cautioned that few valid statements 
can be made about children's reading errors unless the question of 
how they have been taught is also considered. "It is obvious," 
they argued, 
that children's behavioral patterns are not fixed 
in detail by nature but are modified by experience 
and it is important to remember this when making a 
study of errors in children's reading, since a partic-
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ular type of error may result from a method of teaching (p.38). 
Mason (1970) related word confusion among beginning and peer 
readers to the .basal method of instruction. He hypothesized that 
since teachers in basal programs neglected to call attention to 
letters or the sequence of letters in words children independently 
chose either relevant or irrelevant cues by which to recognize 
words. Without guidance, confusion results in word recognition 
attempts leading to over-generalizations and incorrect generali-
zations. Testing these hypotheses, Mason conducted two studies. 
In the first he taught 18 five-year old children seven common words 
by a look-say method in four short sessions over a two week period. 
They were then asked to name new words bearing a close graphic simi-
larity to the words taught. While 89% of the children failed to 
respond, those that did responded with the words taught. 
While this evidence seems very meager to lend support to the 
hypotheses Mason also collected data on oral reading errors made by 
poor readers in many different grades. The Chi square technique 
was used to determine the significance of differences among three 
patterns of errors and to test the significance of his hypotheses. 
He concluded that children did over-generalize one spoken word 
response to at least two similar printed stimuli and that children 
responded with the first word taught when presented with that word 
or a similar word taught later. 
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The conclusions Mason makes come from very few responses. He 
is analyzing small samples and particularly with the school children 
grades 1-12 presents no indication of how he knows which words were 
presented first. While offering an interesting hypothesis, the 
support Mason gives is most disappointing. 
Another study of the influence of instructional method on 
the.era! reading strategies used by beginning readers was made by 
Elder (1966). He compared the oral reading performances of Scottish 
and American children to determine if Scottish children obtained an 
advantage over American children by starting reading earlier and by 
receiving greater phonic emphasis in beginning reading. The 
Scottish sample consisted of 49 children from eight schools with a 
mean chronological age of 91 months. The American sample consisted 
of twice as many students from a Michigan.school system, one group 
with the same mean age as the Scottish sample and another group 
twelve months older. Oral reading was measured by the Gray Stand-
ardized Oral Reading Paragraphs. The mean scores on the tests were 
compared for the three groups and tests for statistical significance 
were run. The results indicated that the Scottish sample scored 
significantly above the test norm for the American children and the 
mean score for the children of the same age, However there was no 
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significant difference in test norms or score means for the Scottish 
children and the American children a year older with equal schooling. 
In analyzing errors Elder found that the American samples had signi-
ficantly higher numbers of substitutions than the Scottish children, 
but that the Scottish children had significantly greater tendency to 
make substitutions that changed the meaning. He concluded that the 
Scottish children were superior in ability to pronounce words accu-
rately during oral reading due to their early start and phonic 
training, but they pay the price for this advantage by reading 
slowly and not using contextual information to best advantage. 
Choosing a more contr0lled experimental design Barr (1972) 
studied the influence of two instructional methods on the word 
recognition errors made by 42 pre-reading first graderso The sample 
censisted of 18 urban and 24 suburban first graders with an equal 
number of boys and girls. They were all taught the words on the 
Mill's Learning Methods Test (using auditory and visual methods) 
and Barr's own Word Learning Tasks (phonic and sight word) in four 
separate sessions. At the conclusion of each session children were 
tested on their retention of the words presented. Evaluation of 
errors was made in terms of non-response, sources of substitutions, 
and graphically constrained errors. Substitutions were examined 
to determine if the erroneous responses came from words previously 
taught, another word fr<:>m the same teaching list, or a non-list 
source. Graphic constraint was identified if the first letter of 
the response was the same as that of the stimulus word. 
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After tabulating errors by categories for each teaching condition 
the means and standard deviations were computed. To determine if 
there were significant differences in errors with instructional con-
dition a multivariate analysis of variance for repeated measures was 
performed. Barr found that the percentage of non-response errors 
for the phonics method was significantly greater than for the sight 
word method. Significantly more graphically-constrained errors 
occurred for the phonic than the sight word method. Barr reported 
that children appeared to use different strategies depending on the 
instructional demands. When taught by the sight word method children 
remembered the group of aural responses and some of the graphic 
sequences. When taught by the phonic method they respond~d with 
nonsense words or words not included in the presentation. She 
cencluded that, 
These findings suggest the conclusion.that different 
instructional methods influence differentililllY the 
pattern of word recognition errors. Different in-
struction entails different strategies for word recog-
nition, The limitations of the generalizability of 
this conclusion can only be determined by further 
research assessing the effect of different instruction 
on children's reading strategies over longer time 
periods using contextual materials (p.527). 
Her study indicatgd that children responded to the particular 
demands of the teaching approaches, there were distinct error patterns 
for each instructional condition. This conclusion is particularly 
significant because th~ same children were used for both teaching 
meth0ds, As all of the testing was conducted within a two week 
period it would seem that there might easily have been contamination 
between methods of teaching. The importance of direct teaching was 
demonstrated to be influential in initial stages of reading, at 
least in teaching isolated words. 
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While all of these studies indicate that instructional methods 
are related to the strategies used by children when reading, one 
study presents conflicting evidence. Although not testing first 
graders, Herlin (1965) c0mpared the oral reading errors. ef two 
groups of third and fourth grade pupils taught to read using different 
basal programs. He compared error patterns on the Monroe Diagnostic 
Reading Examination and the Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty. 
He feund that there were inconsistent results reflected on.the twe 
measures although on the total sceres for the tests there was a high 
correlation, The comparison of scores for the two methods of 
instruction showed no significant differences in mean or standard 
deviation. On the error analysis significant differences were 
approached in many categories but only in word omissions was the 
mean difference significant at the .01 level; in consenant errors, 
repetitiens, and word omissions the standard deviatien differences 
were significant. Herlin concluded that different school instruc-
tion did little to influence reading errer patterns. 
The conclusion Herlin came to must be evaluated in light of 
the twe approaches represented in the schools. Both of them were 
basal programs, representing two.frequently used series in this 
country. Rather than providing a real comparison of the influence 
of different methods they seem to reflect only a slightly different 
emphasis on phonic skills within the basal approach. Given the 
similarity of the two methods, especially by the third and fourth 
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grade levels, the fact that significant differences were reached in 
any category of error analysis seems more.significant than he 
indicated. Weber (1968, p.108) concluded that 11Herlin's subjects 
had not been required to make truly distinctive types of responses 
cm their initial reading tests." 
Reviewing the studies on strategies used by beginning readers 
in word recognition it is clear that the results of many of the 
experiments do reflect the instructional conditions imposed by the 
experimenter on the learning task. Although there have been few 
studies that compare the effect of instruction on recognition 
strategies, those that are available indicate that different patterns 
are associated with different teaching approaches. Generally it 
seems that phonic methods lead to more errors reflecting graphic 
constraint and more.careful word analysis. Basal whole word methods 
tend ta cause.children to use other cues to word recognition and to 
confuse similar words. Most of the studies indicate that students 
in both methods rely more heavily on context constraints than they 
do on graphic cues, with the graphic information becoming more 
important as they progress in early reading, 
CHAPTER III 
DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 
This chapter contains the description of the population of the 
study,. the testing procedures, the instruments used in collecting 
the data, and the statistical treatment of the data, 
Bescription of the Population 
The population for this study consisted of sixty successful 
first grade readers selected from two school systems of camparable 
size in central Oklahoma. Two predominantly middle-class schools 
in each system participated in the study. The reading program in 
one system utilized traditional basal readers with some supple-
mental phonics instruction in the latter part of the year. The 
amount of phonics introduced varied somewhat from teacher to teacher. 
In all cases, however, it provided only a supplement to the basic 
sight word orientation of the reading program. The two schools in 
the other system used a phonics approach to beginning reading 
instruction. Children were taught to make sound-symbol associations 
and to blend sounds as a primary means of word recognition. 
The ten first grade teachers in the four schools that partici-
pated in the study recommended students in their classes who met 
the following criteria: 
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1. The student had not known how to read in the fall 
but was now a successful developmental reader. 
2. The student was not repeating first grade. 
3. The student spoke standard English as his native 
language. 
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All of the students referred by the teachers were then admini-
stered the Comprehension Test of the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test, 
Form A-1. Those students scoring between 2.0 and 3.0 were consid-
ered successful readers for the purposes of this study. 
From the original students referred by their teachers thirty 
students in each school system who fit all of the above criteria 
were selected for the testing program. 
Testing Procedures 
Extended oral reading passages were administered individually 
to the students during a two and a half week period in late April 
and May. In all cases the schools provided quiet rooms where the 
oral reading could proceed_ undisturbed. Three trained examiners 
from the Oklahoma State University Reading Center did all of the 
testing. The examiners explained to each child that they wanted 
to know more about how first grade children read when teachers were 
not there to help them. The children were asked to read a story at 
their instructional level and then to continue reading until both 
the instructional and frustration levels had been reached on word 
recognition errors. Usually these levels were established easily, 
but if an extended number of readings were necessary to establish 
these levels, the child would be called for a second sessfon so 
that he would not tire. 
Each child was instructed to- do his 'best, and when he came to 
words he did net know, he was instructed to try to figure them out 
by himself without prompting frem the examiner. During the oral 
reading sessions the examiners timed and recorded all of the errors 
made by the students on copies of the reading selections while a 
tape recording was made of the reading. Each transcription was 
later checked by the examiners to insure an accurate record of the 
reading sessions. Errors were then recorded on a w0rk sheet and 
classified according to the appropriate categories. After all 
transcriptions had been evaluated, the frequencies of all error 
categories were then tallied on a summary sheet for the statistical 
analysis. 
Instruments Used 
Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test~- Primary A-1 
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This is an achievement test designed for use with first grade 
students. The test includes two parts: Vocabulary and Comprehension. 
The Comprehension Test contains 34 items designed to measure the 
ability to read and understand whole sentences and paragraphs. The 
norms for the whole series were established from tests given to 
approximately 40,000 pupils in 38 selected communities. Reliability 
was established by using both alternate form reliability coefficients 
and split.-half reliabilities, Reliability coefficients for the 
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Primary A-1 Comprehension Test are reported as .83 for the alternate 
form and .94 for the split-half form. 
Extended Oral Reading Material 
In order to obtain a representative sample of the childrents 
oral reading behavior, stories similar to those used in the classroom 
were desired. Therefore two separate sets of graded stories were 
compiled; one from a basal reading series comparable to that used 
in the one school system, and another set of stories from a phonics-
oriented program similar to that used in the other system. 
All of the stories that were selected contained approximately 
200 words so that an accurate sample of error patterns could be 
obtained (Steuver, 1970). A number of stories from each series 
were evaluated and pre-tested on a pilot group of students before 
the final selection was made. Each of the sets used in the study 
contained a story at the 1.8, 2.0, 2,4, 2.8, and 3.4 readability 
levels as established using the Spache readability formula (1953). 
Error Analysis 
The oral reading error analysis was designed to provide a 
better understanding of the kinds of information children utilized 
as they read. This use af error analysis assumes that correct 
aspects of errors reflect the kinds of information, both graphic 
and contextual, that readers attend to generally, not just when 
they make an error (Weber, 1970; Goodman, 1965). Errors at both 
instructional and frustration levels were analyzed far the two 
s~oups of readers. A 200 word selection was used for analysis with 
the first 25 words excluded because research has indicated that 
there is a lack of stability in the errors that occur in the first 
25 wotd& read and that a selection of 125-150 words proviqes a 1110re 
accurete sampling of reading behavior (Steuver, 1970). 
The errar categories developed to analyze use of graphic 
information in reading errors were drawn from the B-S-R Analysis 
(Ray, 1970) with modifications to facilitate an understanding of 
flrst grade reading behavior. 
Following are the categories of reading errors evaluated in 
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this stud}". The first four cate~ories were considered scoreable 
errors in the detetmination of word recognition scores and in total 
number of errors. The other categories were recorded and tabu-
lated but not counted against the readers. 
Substitution. Any response differeo.t.,from the printed word, . ' .. 
including mispronounciations, were included in this category. All 
substitutions were also evaluated in.the following sub-ca~egories 
to determine the way graphic information was used. 
1. Visual-Perception -- Word Parts. An error was 
classified in this category if the response to 
the stimulus word was made instantaneQusly with 
no attempt to sound it out. The assumption 
was made that the child had looked at one or 
more parts of a word and said another word that 
the part(s) suggested. 
2. Visual-Auditory. An error was classified in 
this category if the response was incorrect 
after a discernible attempt had been made to 
"sound it aut." These errors reflect "faulty 
perception of sound-symbol relationships, 
faulty application of phonics principles, or 
lack of application of alternative word recog-
nition techniques to sound-symbol relationshipsn 
(Ray, 1969). 
3. DirectiQnal Confusion. An error was classified 
in this category if the order of letters or words 
was incorrect or if the letters were rotated. 
4. No Graphic Similarity. An error was classified 
in this category if the response to the stimulus 
word contained no letters in common with the 
stimulus. 
Omission. Any word or words skipped over entirely with no 
apparent attention to them were included in this category. 
Addition. Any word or words inserted during oral reading 
that were not in the text were included in this category. 
Non~Response. Any word or words the reader attended to, 
noticeable by a pause in reading, but did not attempt orally were 
included in this category. 
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Repetition. Any word or words repeated orally were included in 
this classification. Three types of repetitions were distinguished 
in the analysis. 
1. Successful correction. Any time the first 
pronounciation was incorrect but by repeating 
the word or words the child read the material 
correctly, the repetition was included in this 
category. 
2. Attempted correction. If, after an initial 
attempt, the reader repronounced a word or 
words, but did not do so correctly, it was 
included in this category. 
3. Anticipation, etc. Repetitions of correctly 
pronounced words that might have been caused 
by anticipation of a difficult word and other 
unspecified repetitions were included in this 
category. 
Sounding Out Successfully. When the reader consciously and 
deliberately dealt with individual letters and sounds and blended 
them together to arrive at the correct pronounciation of a word it 
was included in this classification, These behaviors and repeti-
tions were not considered as scorable errors but were noted because 
they represented attempts to deal with reading material in a 
manner different from what happens in fluent reading performances. 
Utilization of Context. All substitutions were analyzed to 
determine the extent to which readers utilized contextual informa-
tion as they read. The assumption was made that su6stitutions 
that made sense in the sentence c<:>ntext had been to some extent 
influenced by that context. While this would not inevitably be 
the case, a high degree af contextually appropriate substitutions 
would indicate the use ef contextual information in reading. A 
substitution was considered appropriate if it made sense grammati-
cally and conveyed meaning. 
ways: 
Use of context by first grade readers was explored in two 
1. Use of preceding centext. Each substitution 
was evaluated to determine if it made sense 
with the preceding part of the sentence so 
that the sentence could be completed in any 
way to make a grammatically and semantically 
correct sentence. If the substitution was 
the first word in the sentence it was recarded 
simply as the first word and not included in 
this part of the analysis. If the substitu-
tion was the last word in a sentence then it 
was evaluated as to its appropriateness for 
the ending of a sentence. 
2. Total sentence context. Each substitution 
was evaluated in terms of the total sentence 
to determine if the substitution resulted in 
a grammatically and semantically correct sen-
tence. The meaning did not necessarily have 
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to be consistent with the rest of the story 
but did have to constitute a meaningful unit. 
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The reliability sf the coding system was checked by having four 
graduate students in reading analyze the errors on the same reading 
passages. They were in 98% agreement on classifying errors 
according to graphic similarity. The percentages of agreement for 
classification of errors that were appropriate to preceding context 
and total sentence context were 94% and 96% respectively. The 
disagreements as to appropriateness occurred with errors that 
produced sentences which might be considered possible in fantasy. 
For example, in the sentence, "So did the fresh air,tr the word 
fierce was substituted for fresh, making the sentence read, "So 
did the fierce air." Because many children's stories deal in 
fantasy, some disagreement among scorers was unavoidable. 
Evaluation and Statistical Treatment of Data 
The total number of errors in each of the categories for both 
instructional groups was tabulated for the instructional and frustra-
tion levels of reading. The percentages of total errors for each 
category of scoreable errors were determined and comparisons were 
made between the two groups of readers at both performance levels. 
To assess the statistical significance of the differences of pro-
portions in these error categories 2 x 2 chi~square tables were 
calculated for each type of error in relation to all other errors 
for both groups of readers, 
Patterns 0f substitutions made by the phonics and whole word 
groups were determined. Far both groups the total numbers of sub-
stitutions were compiled and the percentages for each type of sub-
stitution in relation to the tatal numbers were computed. Then 
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2 x 2 chi-square tables were calculated to determine the statistical 
significance of the relationship between the types of substitutions 
made and the instructional methods. 
The tetal number ef repetitions and the percentages of each 
kirul of repetition made by both groups of readers were reported. 
The tetal number of successful attempts to sound out words was 
also included in the profile of reading behavior. 
Substitutions that were correct in the preceding and tetal 
sentence context were tallied and the percentages of all substi-
tutions that fit these categories were reported for both groups. 
The statistical significance of the relationship between appro-
priate substitutions and instructional method was determined by 
the chi-square technique at both instructional levels. 
The chi-square was chosen for the statistical analysis 
because it permits the determination of a relationship between two 
variables that involve neminal level data. For each 2 x 2 test 
contingency tables are constructed containing the numbers of cases 
in each categery of the variables cansidered. The determination 
of the chi-square is based an the differences between observed and 
expected frequencies for each cell of the table of variables. The 
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The expected frequency for each cell is found by multiplying 
the tW0 marginal totals that contain that cell and dividing that 
product by the total number of cases. 
Significance of the computed chi-square for a 2 x 2 test is 
determined by reference to the table of critical values for cases 
with one degree of freedom (Bruning and Kintz, 1968). A signifi-
cant chi-square indicates that a relationship between the two 
variables does exist. 
The chi-square does not indicate the strength ef the relation-
ship between the variables, however, Therefore a phi coefficient, 
calculated for each significant chi ... square can provide a better 
indication of how much relationship exists. The formula for 
calculating phi is I =I~ Theoretically phi varies from f ,---N--
-LO to +1.0 but these maximal limits are possible only in tables 
where the marginal proportions for the rows and columns are equal. 
According to Games and Klare (1967): 
••• a correlation coefficient could have an absolute 
value of 1.00 only if the two marginal distributions 
have identical forms. This requirement is more im~ 
portant in situations with 2 x 2 tables than in those 
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with bivariate distributiens ef continuous measures. 
Therefore, the differing proportions in the two 
marginal distributions often place a lower maximum 
value than 1.@0 on the phi ceefficient (p. 515). 
Because in this study marginal proportions were unequal the 
maximum values of. phi for the unequal distributions were computed 
so that the obtained phi cc,efficients wauld be more meaningful. 




j max = e!!_\ /P2) 
tP1J~. 
the larger of the marg.inal proportions for rows 
and columns. The larger of the two proportions 
designated pis p1 , the other proportion is p2• 
the smaller proportion for the rows and columns. 
The proportions designated q are labeled with 
the same subscripts as with the p (Senter, p. 449). 
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CHAPTER IV 
TREATMENT OF DATA AND ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 
This study investigated the relationship between the oral 
reading error patterns of first grade readers and the method of 
instruction they had received in their classes. The oral reading 
errors made by children taught te read with a phonics orientation 
were compared with those made by children taught by a sight word 
emphasis. Errors at both the instructional and frustration levels 
were analyzed to determine if the relationships between errors and 
instruction were similar at both levels of difficulty and to deter-
mine if there was any shift in error patterns frem instructional 
to frustration level for either group of readers. 
The hypothesis concerning the relationship of error patterns 
and instruction for the two groups of readers was examined first. 
Then a mCilre detailed analysis of substitution errors in terms of 
their graphic similarity ta. the text and their contextual appro-
priateness was made. Finally, error patterns at instructional and 
frustration levels fer each group of readers were compared to see 
if there was any significant relationship between kinds ef errors 
and the dif ficul,ty af the reading material. 
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Tests of the Hypotheses 
Hypothesis 1: There is no significant relationship between error 
patterns and instructional methods at the instructional or 
frustration level. 
To test this hypothesis, the total number of scoreable errors 
was first tabulated for each group and the percentages of each error 
type were computed at both the instructional and frustration levels. 
Table I presents a profile of the percentages of each error type made 
by the phonics and whole word groups at both performance levels. 
Error 
TABLE I 
ERROR PATTERNS OF TWO GROUPS OF READERS AT THE 
INSTRUCTIONAL AND FRUSTRATION LEVELS 
Performance Level 
Categorx Instructional Frustration 
Phonics Whole word Phonics Whole word 
Substitutions 83% 71% 84% 65% 
Omissions 9 10 7 8 
Additions 2 4 2 8 
Non-responses 6 15 7 24 
Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 
Number 377 390 565 712 
At the instructional level the total number of errors recorded 
for the two groups were· nearly equal. Substitutions constituted by 
far the most cemm0n error type for both instructional groups, 
although the phonics-oriented readers produced a higher percentage 
of substitutions than did the whole word group. The whole word 
group made a higher percentage of their total errors in the non-
response category. At the frustration level the pattern remained 
much the same with some shift in percentages between the substi-
tution and non-response categorie,s noticeable for the whole word 
group. Both groups had similarly low percentages of omissions and 
additions at both performance levels. 
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Two other reading behaviors, repetitions and successful attempts 
to sound out unknewn words, were also included since the:y provided 
additional information about how the children read. Because they 
were not scored as errors the occurrence ef each of- these behaviors 
were reported separately. Total numbers of repetitions and percen-
tages of each type of repetitions were computed for both instruc-
tional groups. Table II presents the data on the kinds of 
repetitions made at both instructional and frustration levels. In 
terms of total numbers the phonics-oriented readers made more 
repetitions, at both instructional and frustration levels. When 
types of substitutions were considered both groups showed similar 
patterns. 
TABLE II 
PATTERNS OF REPETITIONS MADE BY TWO GROUPS OF READERS 
AT THE INSTRUCTIONAL AND FRUSTRATION LEVELS 
Repetition Performance Level 
TI:ee Instructional Frustration 
Phonics Whole word Phonics Whole word 
Attempted correction 14% 10% 18% 11% 
Successful correction 57 56 52 53 
Anticipation, etc. 29 34 30 36 
Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 
Number 228 166 266 202 
At least half of all repetitions resulted in successful corrections 
at both instructional and f.rustration levels. The phonics group 
exhibited some change between instruction and frustration levels 
in successful and attempted corrections with 57 percent successful 
corrections at instructional level. and 52 percent at frustration 
level. The change in success was noted in the attempted corrections 
category with the percentages increasing from 14 to 18 between 
instructional and frustration level. Changes in percentages of 
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types of substitutions were less noticeable for the whole word readers. 
The differences in the numbers of words that were successfully 
sounded out by the two groups were striking. As Table III indicates, 
at the instructional level the phonics-oriented group was successful 
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in sounding out 72 words as contrasted to 16 by the whole word group. 
At the frustration level the phonics-oriented readers were successful 
in 106 attempt·s contrasted with 10 successful attempts to sound out 
words by the whole word group. 
TABLE III 
WORDS SOUNBED OUT SUCCESSFULLY aY PHONICS AND WHOLE 











Because the profiles of errors were different for the two 
instructional groups, chi-squares were calculated for each error 
category to determine if there was a statistically significant 
relationship between the proportion of total errors in each cate-
gory and instructional methods. The results of those tests of 
significance fo:llow. 
Substitutions 
Whenever a child said a word other than the stimulus word, it was 
considered a substitutien error. Table IV presents the statistical 
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test for the relationship of the proportions of substitutions and 
instructional methods. At both instructional and frustration levels 
the chi-squares were significant to the null hypothesis of no rela-
tionship between error pattern and instructional methods was rejected 
for the test with substitutions. 
TABLE IV 
RELATIONSHIP OF SUBSTITUTI©NS TO OTHER SC©REABLE ERRORS FOR 
PHONICS AND WHOLE WORE> READERS AT TWO PERFORMANCE LEVELS 
Performance Instructional Sub./Other Chi-square Phi 
Level Group Errors Coefficient 
Phonics 312/65 
.14+ Instructional 16.4*** 





***significant at the .001 level 
+ I max= ,54 





Words that the reader failed to respond to and skipped over 
rapidly without attending to were scored as omissions. Table V 
presents the data on the occurrences of omissions in relation to 
ether errors for the two grGups at the instructional and frustration 
levels. At neither performance level was the difference significant 
and so the null hyp0thesis was not rejected, No significant rela-
tionship was established between instructicmal method and errors of 
omission. 
TABLE V 
RELATIONSHIP OF OMISSIONS TO OTHER SCOREABLE ERRORS FOR PHONICS 
























Whenever the reader inserted words that were not in the text, 
they were scored as additions. Table VI presents the information 
about the occurrence of additions in relation to other scoreable 
errors for both instructional groups. The chi-square was not 
significant at either performance level so the null hypothes.is of 
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ne significant relationship between instructional method and additions 
was not rejected. 
TABLE VI 
RELATIONSHIP OF ADJ!>ITI<l)NS T(!) OTHER·SC0REABLE ERRORS FOR TWO 























When a reader made a definite pause in his reading but then 
failed to respond to the word orally, it was recorded as a non-
response error. Table VII presents the test of significance for 
the relationship between the proportion of non-response errC:>rs and 
instructional methods. At both the instructional and frustration 
levels the chi,-squares were significant so the null hypothesis 
must be rejected. Both the chi-square and the phi coefficients 
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reflect the greater difference between percentages of non-response 
at the frustration level. Failures ta respond accounted for nearly 
a fourth of the errors by the whole group at the frustration level. 
TABLE VII 
RELATIONSHIP OF NON-RESPONSE ERRORS TO OTHER SCOREABLE ERRORS FOR 
TWO GROUPS OF READERS AT BOTH PERFORMANCE LEVELS 
Performance Instructional N.R./Other Chi-square Phi 
Level Group Errars Coefficient 
Phonics 22/355 
.15+ Instructional 17.7*** 
Whole word 60/330 




*** significant at the ,001 level 
+ ~max= .34 




Hypathesis 2: There is no significant relationship between the 
types of substitution errors and the instructional methods. 
In order to determine how the children used graphic information 
in their reading, all substitutions were grouped into categories that 
indicated the graphic correspondence between the error and the 
stimulus words. These categories were visual,-perception, visual-
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auditory, directional confusion, and no graphic similarity. Table VIII 
presents a comparisen of the percentages of each of the types of 
substitution errors made by the two groups of readers at the instruc-
tional and frustration levels. 
TABLE VIII 
TYPES OF SUBSTITUTIONS MADE BY TW0 GROUPS OF READERS 
AT INSTRUCTIONAL AND FRUSTRATION LEVELS 
Substitution Performance Level 
CategorI Instructional Frustration 
Phonics Whole word Phonics Whole word 
Visual-perceptual. 69% 72% 62% 74% 
Visual-auditory 25 16 32 17 
Directional 2 1 2 2 
No graphic similarity 4 11 4 7 
Total 100% 100% 100% 1007. 
Numl!>er 312 276 474 464 
Visual-percep·tual · errors were the largest category of errors for 
both groups at both performance levels. However, the phonics-oriented 
group made fewer visual-perceptual errors at the frustration level 
compared to a nearly equal percentage. ef visual-·perceptual errors at 
both instructional and frustration levels for the whale word group. 
The phonics-oriented group made a larger percentage of visual-
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auditory errors at both the instructional and frustration levels than 
did the whole word group. The percentages of directional confusion 
errors were nearly identical for both groups at both performance 
levels. At both the instructional and frustration levels the whole 
word group made more substitutions that had no graphic similarity 
to the text than did the phonics-oriented group. To determine if 
these percentages were statistically significan~ 2 x 2 chi-square 
tables were calculated for each of the categories of substitution 
errors at both instructional and frustration levels. Results for 
each test are presented separately, 
Visual-perception -- Word Parts 
Errors in this category were made when the reader responded to 
the total word pattern with no attempt to sound out the word. 
Table IX presents the statistical test of the significance of the 
relationship between instructional methods and occurrence of 
visual-perceptual errors. For both groups most of the substitution 
errors were of this type, and at the instructional level there was 
no significant relationship between method of instruction and visual-
perceptual errors. However, at the frustration level a difference 
in error patterns became apparent with the phonics-oriented readers 
producing fewer visual-perceptual errors~ At the frustration level 
the chi-square was significant so the null hypothesis of no relation-
ship between instructional method and visual-perceptual errors was 
rejected. 
TABLE IX 
RELATIONSHIP OF VISUAL-PERCEPTUAL ERRORS TO OTHER SUBSTITUTIONS 
F0R TWO GROUPS OF READERS AT THE INSTRUCTIONAL 
AND FRUSTRATION LEVELS 








*** significant at the .001 level 












Whenever the student made a conscious but unsuccessful attempt 
to apply sound-symbol correspondences to recognition of a word, it 
was scored as a visual-auditory error. Results of the statistical 
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test for the relati<:>nship o.f visual-auditory errors to instructional 
method are presented in Table x. 
TABLE X 
RELATIONSHIP OF VISUAL-AUDITORY ERRORS TO OTHER SUBSTITUTIONS FOR 















*** significant at the .001 level 
+ :(max= .51 





At both the instructional and frustration levels the chi-square 
was significant so the null hypothesis of no relationship between 




When readers confused the order of letters, rotated letters in a 
word, or reversed the order in which they read two words, the error 
was classified as directional confusion. Table XI presents the 
statistical tests of these error patterns at both performance levels 
for the phonics-oriented and the whole word readers. The chi-squares 
were not significant at either instructional or frustration level so 
the null hypothesis of no significant relationship between instruc-
tional method and directional confusion errors was not rejected. 
TABLE XI 
RELATIONSHIP OFDIRECTIONAL CONFUSION ERRORS TO OTHER SUBSTITUTIONS 
FOR TWO GROUPS OF READERS AT THE INSTRUCTIONAL 
AND FRUSTRATION LEVELS 
Performance Instructional D.C./Other Chi-square Phi 
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N.S. = Not Significant 





• 5 N.S • 
.17 N.S. 
Substitution errors were recorded in this category if they 
contained no letters in common with the stimulus word. Table XII 
presents the statistical analysis of those errors at the instructional 
and frustration levels. At the instructional level the chi-square 
was significant indicating a positive relationship between the 
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instructional method and errors with no graphic similarity to the 
text. At the frustration level the null hypothesis was not rejected. 
TABLE XII 
RELATIONSHIP OF ERRORS WITH NO GRAPHIC SIMILARITY TO OTHER, 
SUBSTITUTIONS FOR TWO GROUPS OF READERS AT THE 
INSTRUCTIONAL AND FRUSTRATION LEVELS 








*** significant at the .005 level 










Hypothesis 3: There is no significant relationship between the 
contextual appropriateness of substitution errors and instruc-
tional methods at either performance level. 
As an indication of the extent to which students utilized 
context clues in reading substitution errors were evaluated in terms 
of their appropriateness within the preceding context and in terms 
of their appropriateness in the total sentence .. Table XIII presents 
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the statistical test for the relationship between substitutions 
apprepriate to. the preceding context and instructional methods. 
TABLE XIII 
RELATI0NSHIP GlF SUBSTITUTI0NS C0NTEXTUALLY APPROPRIATE TO THE 
PRECEDING C0NTEX'r MADE BY PHONICS AND WH©LE WORD READERS 
AT TW6 PERFORMANCE LEVELS 
Performance Instructional Approp./Not Chi-square Phi 
Level Method Errars Coefficient 
Phonics 172/119 
.08+ Instructional 3.88* 
Whole ward 166/ 81 




* significant at the .05 level 




Because errors in first words of sentences were not considered 
in this analysis, the tetal number ef substitutions used for the 
calculations also had first word substitutions subtracted. Therefore, 
for example, the tetal number of substitutiens by the phonics-
eriented group at instructional level is 291 rather than 312. At 
the instructional level the chi-square was significant and so the 
nullhypothesis·of na relationship between instructional method and 
contextual appropriateness ef substitution errors was rejected. The 
phonics,-oriented group made more errors that were not appropriate 
to the preceding context than·did the whole word group. At the 
frustration level both groups made fewer appropriate substitutions 
and the difference between them did not result in a significant 
chi-square so the null hypothesis of no significant relationship 
between instructional method and contextual appropriateness to 
the preceding context was not rejected for this performance level. 
All of the substitutions were also analyzed to determine if 
they were appropriate in the tetal sentence. Table XIV presents 
the results of that test of statistical significance. At neither 
the instructional nor frustration level was the chi-square signifi-
cant so the null hypothesis of no significant relationship between 
instructional method and contextual appropriateness in the total 
sentence was not rejected. Both groups had low percentages of 
errors that were contextually appropriate in the total sentence, 
between 25 percent and 30 percent at instructional level and between 
20 percent and 25 percent at frustration level. 
TABLE XIV 
RELATIONSHIP OF SUBSTITUTIONS THAT WERE CONTEXTUALLY APPROPRIATE 

























Another factor that was considered as possibly influencing the 
contextual appropriateness of substitutions was the extent to which 
the reader had to focus on the s'1mnd-symbol relationships to recog-
nize a word, Therefore the percentages of substitutions appropriate 
in the preceding context for each of the substitution categories were 
computed. Table XV presents this information. It is apparent that 
when the readers focused on sounding out words, they made many more 
inappropriate substitutions than when they responded more rapidly to 
words. 
TABLE XV 
PERCENTAGES OF EACH TYPE OF SUBSTITUTIONS THAT WERE CONTEXTUALLY 
APPROPRIATE TO THE PRECEDING CONTEXT FOR TWO GROUPS OF READERS 
AT THE INSTRUCTIONAL AND FRUSTRATION LEVELS 
Type of,, Performance Level 
Substitution Instructional Frustration 
Phenics Whole word Phonics Whole word 
Visual-perception 77% 71% 79% 63% 
(N-215) (N-199) (N-291) (N-342) 
Visual-auditory 14 12 10 20 
(N- 79) (N- 43) (N-151) (N- 78) 
Directional 100 50 71 85 
(N - 5) (N - 2) (N - 7) (N- 13) 
No graphic similarity 92 100 90 90 
(N- 13) (N- 27) (N- 20) (N- 30) 
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Many of the responses that were considered inappropriate were 
so because they <:lid not constitute real.words. Particularly in the 
visual-auditory category most of the substitutions were non-words. 
Ta'ble XVI presents the percentages of non-word substitutions in each 
of the categories of substitution errors. Both groups of readers 
made non-word responses at the visual-auditory level as they sounded 
out w0rds, ane:l because of the much greater reliance on sounding by 
the phonics-oriented group this meant that many more of their substi-
tutions were non-words than were those of the whole word group. 
TABLE XVI 
PERCENTAGES OF EACH TYPE OF SUBSTITUTIONS THAT WERE N©T WORDS 
FOR TWO GROUPS OF READERS AT THE INSTRUCTIONAL 
AND FRUSTRATION LEVELS 
Type ef Perfermance Level 
Substitution Instructional Frustration 
Phenics Whole word Phonics Whole word 
Visual-perceptual 8% 12% 6% 11% 
(N-215) (N-199) (N-291) (N-342) 
Visual-auditery 84 74 89 76 
(N- 79) (N- 43) (N-151) (N- 78) 
Directional 0 0 0 0 
(N - 5) (N - 2) (N - 7) (N- 13) 
No graphic similarity a 0 0 0 
(N- 13) (N- 27) (N- 20) (N- 30) 
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Hypethesis 4: There is no shift in error patterns from instructional 
to frustrational level. 
To test this hypothesis percentages of errors in each of the 
four majer categories were compared at both instructional levels. 
Table XVII presents the profiles of the types of errors made at 
instruction and frustration levels fo.r the two groups of readers. 
It is clear that there was no real change in pattern for the 
phonics-o.riented greup, but there was a shift in percentages of 
errors in twe categories for the whole ward group. Therefore, 
chi-squares were computed on the pro.portions of substitutiQns and 
non-responses for the whole word group to see if therewas any 
statistically significant relationship between performance level 
and error pattern. 
TABLE XVII 
PROFILES 0F ERROR PATTERNS AT TWO PERFORMANCE LEVELS 
FOR PH©NIC AND WHOLE WORD READERS 
Err0r Instructional Grou:e 
Category Phenics Whole 
Instr. Frust. Instr. 
Substitutions. 83% 84% 71% 
Omissions 9 7 10 
Additions 2 2 4 
Non-response 6 7 15 
Total 100% 100% ·100% 









Results of the tests for relationship between instructional and 
frustration levels for substitutions are presented in Table XVIII. 
Because the chi-square is significant, the null hypothesis of no 
relationship between performance level and substitution errors 
must be rejected. 
TABLE XVIII 
RELATIONSHIP ©F SUBSTITUTIONS TO OTHER SCOREABLE ERRORS 
AT INSTRUCTIONAL AND FRUSTRATION LEVELS 









*** significant at the .001 level 





The relationship between non-response errors and performance 
level for the whole word group was also checked. Results of the 
test of significance are presented in Table XIX. Because the 
significant chi-square indicated that a relationship between non-




RELATIONSHIP OF NON-RESPONSES TO OTHER ERRORS MADE 
AT INSTRUCTIONAL AND FRUSTRATION LEVELS 










** significant at the .005 level 




The kinds of substitutions made at both the instructional and 
frustration levels were also compared to determine if there was any 
change in use of graphic information related to performance levels. 
Table XX presents the percentages of all substitutions for each 
category at both instructional and frustration levels. 
When types of substitutions were compared at instructional and 
frustration levels, the whole word group showed little change in 
errors but the phonics-oriented readers made a shift from 25 percent 
visual-auditory errors to 32 per.cent visual-auditory errors and a 
corresponding decrease in the number of visual-perceptual errors as 
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they read frustration level material~ To test for statistical signi-
ficance of this shift 2 x 2 chi-square tables were computed for the 
relationship between performance level and both visual-auditory and 
visual-perceptual error categories. The results of the test for the 
visual-perceptual error shift are given in Table XX!. 
TABLE XX 
PERCENTAGES OF EACH TYPE OF SUBSTITUTION ERROR MADE 
AT INSTRUCTIONAL AND FRUSTRATION LEVELS 
BY TWO GR0UPS OF READERS 
Type of Instructional Method 
Substitution Phonics- Whole word 
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Instr. Frust. Instr.· Frust. 
Visual-perceptual 69% 62% 72% 74% 
Visual-auditory 25 32 16 17 
Directional 2 2 1 2 
No graphic similarity 4 4 11 7 
---------------· ---------------------- --------------------------- .---
Total 10(!)% 100% 100% 100% 
Number 312 474 276 464 
TABLE XXI 
RELATIONSHIP OF VISUAL-PERCEPTUAL ERR0RS TO TOTAL SUBSTITUTIONS 
AT THE INSTRUCTIONAL AND FRUSTRATION LEVELS FOR 
PHONICS~ORIENTED READERS 
Performance Visual-Perceptual/Other Chi-square 
Level Errors 
Instructional 215/ 97 
Frustration 291/183 
* significant at the .(1)5 level 






The significant chi-square· indicates that there is a relationship 
between performance level. and visual-perceptual error rate for 
phonic-oriented readers, with errors in this category decreasing 
at the frustration level. 
Results of the statist±cal test for the relationship b.etween 
performance level and visual-·auditory errors for phonics-oriented 
readers are presented in Table XXII. Because the chi-square did 
not reach significance, the null hypothesis of no relationship 
between performance level and visual-auditory errors was not rejected. 
TABLE XXII 
RELATI0NSHIP OF VISUAL-AUBIT0RY ERRORS TO TOTAL SUBSTITUTIONS 
















The results af the analysis of oral reading errors made by 
phonics-oriented and whole word readers demonstrated that there 
was a relationship between instruct-ion and the proportion of 
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substitutions and non-response errors that were made at both instruc-
tional levels. There were no differences in the occurrence of 
omissions or additions at either instructional level related to 
instruction. 
When patterns of repetitions were compared, both groups had 
similar percentages of repetitions in each category of repetition. 
The noticeable difference was in the number 0f repetitions made, 
with the phonics group repeating more at both instructional levels. 
The comparison between the number of words successfully sounded out 
by each group indicated that the phoni.cs-oriented readers success-
fully used this strategy to a much greater degree than did the 
whale word readers. 
The types of substitutions made by both groups were analyzed 
to determine how graphic information was used. Of the four types 
of substitutions, visual-.perceptual errors were most common for 
both groups. The whole word group made more visual-perceptual 
err0rs at both instructional levels but the relationship between 
instruction and this category 0£ substitutions was significant only 
at the frustration level. The relationship between visual-auditory 
errors and instructional method was significant at both levels of 
performance, with the phonics-eriented group making more substitutions 
of this type. The whole word group made more substitutions that 
had no graphic similarity to the text and the relationship 'E>etween 
these errors and instruction was significant at the instructional 
level. There was no difference in directional confusion errors, 
but these errors were very infrequent. 
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When use of the contextual information was evaluated, the whole 
word group showed somewhat higher percentages of appropriate responses 
but the relationship between instruction and contextual appropriate-
ness was significant only at the instructional level for errors that 
were appr0priate to the prececiling context. The higher percentages of 
inappropriate responses for the phonics group reflected the number of 
non-word substitutions they made, particularly at the visual-auditory 
level. 
The relationship between the error pattern and the performance 
levels for each gnmp of readers was investigated to determine if 
readers shifted their types of errors with the difficulty of the 
material. When the four types of scoreable errors were compared, 
the _phonics-oriented readers showed no change in percentages of 
errors in any category from instructional to frustration level. 
However, the whole word group did show a change in types of errors 
made from instructional to frustration level. There were fewer 
substitutions and more non-response errors at the frustration level 
than at the instructional level. The relationship between errors 
and performance level was significant for both substitutions and 
non-responses for the whole word group. 
Categories o.f substitutions were also analyzed at the two 
performance levels for each of the groups of readers. The whole 
word group exhibited no change in percentages of substitutions but 
the phonics-oriented readers did evidence a change in types of 
substitutions. They made more visual-auditory and fewer visual-
perceptual errors at the frustration level than at instructional 
level. When the significance of the relationship between perform-
ance level and errors was calculated, the chi-square was signifi-
cant for the relationship between visual-perceptual errors and 




SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
General Summary 
This study explored the relationship between instructional 
emphasis and the oral reading errors made by first grade readers. 
Successful first. grade readers were selected from two school systems 
in central 0klahoma whose reading programs re.fleeted alternative 
approaches to reading instruction. In one system the children learned 
to read in a program that taught phonic skills as a primary method of 
word recogniUon. In·the other system the children were taught from 
a basal program that·stressed responding to words as wholes and 
building of sight vecabulary. The children in this system were 
introduced to only a limited amount of phonic instructien gradually 
during the school year. 
The sixty children who participated in the study were referred 
as successful non-repeating first graders by their teachers and 
met the criteria e,stablished for the study. All children read 
orally from stories similar to thos·e in their respective reading 
programs. Reading performances at both ins·tructional and frustration 
levels were obtained fo.r all subjects. The students' readings were 
taped and transcriptions made during the sessions were rechecked 
to provide accurate records of the sessions. Errors at both perfor-
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mance levels were then analyzed according to the criteria and 
categories established for the study ,ind comparisons were made between 
the phonics-or±ented~-and. whole word groups. Then the error patterns 
. . ......... .--·· .:· ·-· -- ........ . 
for each of the groups at instructional and frustration levels were 
compared to determine if there was any shift in error types as the 
children read more difficult material. The chi-square statistic was 
calculated for each error comparison to determine significance of 
the relationships between error patterns and instructional methods. 
Conclusions 
This study established that the instruction children receive 
in reading is an important factor re.lated to their oral reading 
performance. The patterns of oral reading errors made by the two 
groups of first grade readers that took part in this study clearly 
reflected the differences in the ways they had been taught to read. 
Both when general categories of errors (substitutions, omissions, 
additions, and non-responses) and when the use of graphic and 
contextual information in substitutions were considered, the error 
patterns reflected the instructional programs. 
The two approaches to reading produced different patterns of 
substituti@ns and non-responses at both instructional and frustration 
levels. The children who had received phonics-oriented instruction 
made a significantly higher proportion of their errors as substi-
tutiC!>ns at both performance levels than did the whole word readers. 
While the phonics-oriented readers generally made· some response ta 
unfamiliar werds, the whole word readers often refused to respond. 
At the instructienal level, 15 percent of the errors made by the 
whole word group were non-responses compared to 6 percent by the 
phonics-oriented group and at frustration level, the percentages 
we.re 24 compared to 7. Lacking skill in sounciing out words when 
sight and context failed, the whole word group had no alternative 
strategy for word recognition anci so refused to attempt many words. 
This tendency on the part of the whole word group to make 
non-response errors is similar to the pattern of non-responses 
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noted in Biemiller's study (1971) of first grade readers. Although 
Biemiller found even higher percentages of non-responses, perhaps 
because he analyzed errors made during class reading sessicms, the 
striking differences with the 6-7 percent of non-response errors by 
the phonics-oriented group cannot be overlooked. The children taught 
to read in the program that emphasized s.ound-symbol. relationships 
usually made some response to unfamiliar words. The children from 
the whele word program were less likely to make substitutien errors 
when they were unsure of words and instead simply refused to attempt 
such words. 
The differences in attention to graphic information were obvieus 
when the mean numbe·r of errors for the 200 words read by each group 
were compared. Figures 1 and 2 present the profiles of the error 
patterns at instructional and frustration levels. Substitutions. 
are broken down into visual-auditory, visual-perceptual, directional 
confusicm and nongraphic similarity categories. The profiles at 
instructional level (Figure 1) show the differences in non-response 
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Figure 1. Profiles. of Mean Raw Scores for Each Error 
Type Made by Phon:ks and Whole Word 
Readers at Instructional Level 
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mere to graphic information by making the· larger number ef visual-
perceptual and visual-auditory errors. The whole, word reader made 
more errors that had no graphic similarity than did the phonics reader.-
The differences in attention to graphic information are more 
apparent· at the frustration level (Figure 2). The whole word 
reader made almost all of his substitutions as visual-perceptual 
e-rrors.· Because context did not provide as much support at 
frustratici>n level, the whole word reader made fewer substitutio-ns 
with no graphic similarity, and since he did not have many skills 
in sounding out words, he shG>wed little increase in visual-auditory 
substitutions. The phonics reader, in contrast, made more visual-
auditory errors at frustration level where he found the words more 
difficult. Approximately one-third of the substitutions made by 
the phonics-readers at frustration level involved some attempt to 
sound out words while the whole word readers made only 17 percent 
of their substitutions while making visual-auditory associations. 
The number of words successfully sounded out also indicated 
the use of graphic information and the ability to use phonic skills. 
At neither performance level did the average whole word reader 
successfully sound c,ut even one word. The phonics-oriented reader, 
however, successfully used this strategy for. 2.5 words at the 
instructional and 3.5 words at the frustration level. 
By attending more carefully to graphic information, the phonics 
readers tended to read more slowly and make more visual-auditory 
errors that did not constitute real words. When all substitution 
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Figure 2. Profiles,of Mean Raw Scores for Each Error 
Type Made by Phonics and Whole Word 
Readers at Frustration Level 
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it was clear that when both groups of readers attempted to sound out 
words they were more likely to make non-word errors. Approximately 
80 percent of all visual-auditory responses were non-words as contrasted 
with 10 percent of the visual-perceptual errors. All of the substi-
tutions in the directional confusion and nCi> graphic similarity 
categories were actual words. When the students had to attend 
carefully to the letter-sound correspondences, they were more likely 
not to attend to context and meaning. These results are consistent 
with what Weber (1970) found in her study of first grade readers. 
She reported that: 
a relatively intensive analysis of the graphic display 
sometimes results in the neglect of co.ntextual infor-
mation. For these beginning readers, the ability to 
use information from both source·s efficiently is not 
entirely in hand (p. 158). 
Differences in utilization of contextual information were also 
noted when all substitutions were evaluated for their contextual 
appropriateness. The whole word group produced a higher percentage 
of approp·riate substitutiCi>ns both when preceding and total sentence 
contexts were considered. However, a statistically significant 
relationship was obtained only on substitutions appropriate to the 
preceding context at instructional level. The differences in 
percent·ages of correct substitutions were due in part to the number 
of non-word substitutions made by the phonics readers. When each 
kind of substitution was analyzed for contextual appropriateness, 
the phonics group had higher· percentages of visual-perceptual subst·i-
tutions that were appropriate than did the whole word group. 
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For both groups the preceding context was more important than the 
t<!>tal sentence context as an aid in word recognition. Between 
59-67 percent of the substitutic;ms made at· instructional level were 
appropriate in the preceding context while only 25-30 percent were 
apprapriate in the tatal sentence. The readers tended to use the 
information that came before but not to be as sensitive to the 
total sentence meaning. 
Although this study focused on the relationship between instruc-
tion· and particular patterns of errors, the similarities in oral 
reading should not be overlooked. The majority of errors for both 
groups were subs-tituti0ns and both had similarily low percentages 
of omissions and additions. When the substitutions were analyzed 
more specifically, both groups of readers made the majority of their 
errors·while responding rapidly to words (visual-perceptual errors) 
and generally produced substitutions that were contextually appro-
priate to the preceding part of the sentence. The patterns of 
repetitions were also similar for both groups of readers although 
the phonics-oriented group made more repetitions at both performance 
levels. The majority of the repetitions by both groups resulted in 
the correction of er.rors, and the percentages of anticipations and 
attempted corrections were similar. 
The errors made by each group were also compared at instructional 
and frustration levels to determine· if there were any shifts in 
reading strategies depending on. the difficulty of the mate-rial. The 
phonics group did not demonstrate any change in the faur basic error 
types but when the nature af their substitutions were evaluated, they 
they showed a decrease in visual-perceptual errors at frustration 
level and more reliance on visual-auditory attempts. This shift to 
a more deliberate attempt to sound out words as the material became 
more difficult indicates that they were attempting to utilize the 
skills that they had been taught. 
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The whole word group did not show any change in kinds of substi-
tuti<:ms as the material became more difficult except that the number 
of substitutions with no graphic similarity decreased. They did 
demonstrate a change in their willingness to attempt words at the 
frustration level. They produced fewer substitutions and made 
many more non-response errors since they did not have a. strategy 
for word recognition when context was no longer adequate. 
The differences in the reading strategies of the phonics and 
whole word groups were apparent in the comparisons of oral reading 
that were made in this study. The differences were mest noticeable 
at the frustration level, particularly when non-responses and 
visual-auditory errors were compared. The comparison of shifts in 
errors from instructional to frustration levels also revealed the 
differences in emphasis on graphic and contextual information in the 
two approaches to reading. The phonics-oriented readers applied their 
knowledge of sound-symbol relationships to unknown words and showed 
increased reliance on this method of word recognition at the 
frustration level. The whole word readers used contextual informa-
tion and previously learned words but frequently refused to attempt 
unfamiliar words, particularly at the frustration level. 
Because of the real differences in error patterns, evaluations 
of beginning readers ought to take into account the instruction they 
have received. All successful first grade readers should not be 
expected to produce the same patterns of errors but use different 
strategies in reading that reflect the way they were taught to read. 
Sensitivity to the relationship between instruction and oral reading 
performance can make diagnosis of readers'· strengths and weaknesses 
more accurate and can facilitate an understand.ing of the reading 
process. 
Recommendations 
L It is recommended that a longitudinal study comparing these two 
instructional programs be conducted to determine if the oral 
reading error patterns bec0me more similar as the readers gain 
proficiency in the total reading act. 
2. It is recommended that this study be replicated with second or 
third grade readers so that comparisons o.f errors at this level 
could be made. 
3. It is recommended that two groups of readers being taught in 
phonics and basal programs be studied throughout the first grade 
year to determine if there are significant differences in the 
stages they go through in learning how to read. 
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